Hotel Golden Tulip de Wipselberg

Website: www.goldentuliplandgoeddewipselberg.nl

Contact Person:
Marije Hulzebosch
Sales EHP Hotels Beekbergen
Wipselbergweg 30
7361 TK Beekbergen
Phone: +31(0)55-5062626
Fax: +31(0)55-5063149
Email: sales@goldentulipwipselberg.nl

Hotel Description

Golden Tulip de Wipselberg is located at one of the most beautiful spots in The Netherlands in the middle of the Veluwe valley.

The hotel is directly surrounded by woodlands and moorlands.

For relaxing Golden Tulip de Wipselberg is the place to be with its beautiful surroundings local attractions and many ways to relax. The hotel has many facilities like an indoor swimming pool, sauna and turkish steambath, tenniscourt, jouie de boule track, table tennis and possibilities to book massages.

Indoor swimmingpool
The swimmingpool is open every day from 07.00-23.00 hour. The swimmingpool is free of charge for the hotelguests.

Sauna and Turkish Steambath
For only € 6,- per person per hour you can use our Sauna and Turkish steambath. Both are opened from 07.00-23.00. You can make a reservation at the reception.

Tenniscourts
If you want to play tennis, the charge is € 17,50 per court per hour. The tenniscourts are closed from November until April. (depending on the weather conditions)

Solarium
Looking for a tann? For only € 3,00 you can use the solarium 12 minutes long.
Restaurant

In the main building you will find the restaurant "The Cottage" and the "English Pub".

Hotel Rooms

The 90 cosy hotelrooms are situated in different buildings which are spread over the estate of Golden Tulip de Wipselberg which measures about 30 acres.

All standard rooms feature: a radio alarmclock, blow-dryer, small fridge and cable TV.

Room Amenities

- All news channel
- Bathtub
- Cable television
- Connecting rooms
- Desk with lamp
- Double beds
- High speed internet connection
- Non-smoking
- Private bathroom
- Safe
- Telephone
- Pets allowed
- CNN available
- Self-controlled heating/cooling system
- High speed wireless
- Bathroom amenities
- Bathtub/shower combination
- Color television
- Desk
- Direct dial phone number
- Fire alarm
- Laundry basket/clothes hamper
- Printer
- Remote control television
- Shower only
- Air conditioning individually controlled in room
- Storage space
- Mini-refrigerator
- Maid service
Directions

From the East
Along the A1 and exit Amersfoort-Arnhem. Along the A50 in the direction of Arnhem. Exit Loenen-Eerbeek-Beekbergen nr. 23. At the end of exit right. After about 700 meters follow ANWB signs reading de Wipselberg. Turn left to de Wipselberg.

From the West
From Amsterdam take the A9 towards Utrecht-Amersfoort do not take the A2 but follow the A9 to Amersfoort. Take the A1 direction Amersfoort. Go along the A1 in the direction of Amersfoort en later on straight to Apeldoorn-Hengelo. Do Not take exit Beekbergen but go towards Arnhem Zwolle A 50. Follow direction Arnhem, exit at Loenen Eerbeek Beekbergen nr. 23. At the end of exit right. After about 700 meters follow ANWB signs reading de Wipselberg.

From the North
Follow the A50 (Groningen Zwolle Arnhem). Exit Loenen-Eerbeek nr. 23. At the end of exit right. After about 700 meters follow ANWB signs reading de Wipselberg. Turn left to de Wipselberg.

From the South
From Arnhem along the A50 in the direction of Apeldoorn-Zwolle. Exit Loenen-Eerbeek nr. 23. At the end of exit left. After about 700 meters follow ANWB signs reading de Wipselberg. Turn left to de Wipselberg.

Public Transport
From Apeldoorn take busnr. 43. Information concerning trains and busses can be found on www.ns.nl.

Activities or Attractions

Burgers Zoo
Burgers Zoo has a lot to offer during all seasons!: Burgers Safari, Burgers Wildlife Gardens, Chimpanzees and Gorillas, Orang Utans, The Ocean, The dessert and many many more! It will be a day to remember!

De Apenheul
There is no zoo in the world like Apenheul. Situated within the woods of the beautiful Park Berg en Bos Apenheul harbours over thirty species of primates many of them ranging freely among the visitors.

Paleis het Loo
In the heart of the Netherlands, to the edge of Apeldoorn, lies the wide 300 years old palace 't Loo. Since 1984 this former royal palace has been opened after a thorough restoration for public.

Arnhem
Arnhem is worldfamous due to Operation Market Garden WW II. It is a sparkling city! Wether you like to shop, visit museums, look for culture or love the green environment, Arnhem is the place to be!

Industrial Site Eerbeek
Paper Industries like SCA Packaging, SCA de Hoop, Mayrn Melnhof, Stork Veco, Begro BV and Pillpack

Apeldoorn
Apeldoorn is famous for its City Parks and its Green Character. The city has a lot of old monumental houses. The Royal Family has lived in the Royal Palace in Apeldoorn for a long time. Form 1984 it is a National Museum.